Bleichert Skid Roller Conveyor

Description

- Heavy duty belt driven powered roller conveyor ideal for transporting entire car bodies on a fixtured "skid".
- Non-accumulating conveyor with one drive per station.
- Engineered to handle part/pallet weights of up to 5000kg or more depending on the application.
- Roller spacing available: 176mm, 256mm, 356mm, 416mm, 496mm, 656mm, 856mm, 1056mm.
- Minimal downtime, low maintenance design.
- No lubrication required.
- Variable conveyor widths of up to 8’ or more depending on the application.
- Variable selection of rollers to suit the application including integral side-guide flanges on the outboard ends of the rollers.
- Also available in dual lane for heavier loads and tooling clearance.
- Modular conveyor section consists of steel channel side frames with side guides (optional), drive motor, rollers, belts, and safety covers.
- Conveyor is positively driven via belt to belt.
- Available accessory devices such as turntables, precision locate units for automatic stations, lifting units, elevators, side shuttles, and pallet/skid shot pins.

Skid Roller Conveyor on Turntable

Skid Roller Conveyor on Lifter